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Abstract. Query patterns enable eﬀective information tools and pro-
vide guidance to users interested in posing complex questions about ob-
jects. Semantically, query patterns represent important questions, while
syntactically they impose the correct formulation of queries. In this paper
we address the development of query patterns at successive representa-
tion layers so as to expose dominant information requirements on one
hand, and structures that can support eﬀective user interaction and ef-
ﬁcient implementation of query processing on the other. An empirical
study for the domain of cultural heritage reveals an initial set of recur-
rent questions, which are then reduced to a modestly sized set of query
patterns. A set of Datalog rules is developed in order to formally deﬁne
these patterns which are also expressed as SPARQL queries.
1 Introduction
A common feature of the informational function of most digital library systems
is that they must serve users who may not be familiar with the subject matter
of a domain, or, even if they are, may be ignorant of the organization of the
information in a given source. This poses the requirement of supporting users to
explore sources and discover information. Moreover, it is desirable for users to
have access to a repertoire of model questions, complex as well as simple, which
can be trusted to represent important information about objects of interest,
facilitate the formulation of particular questions and eﬃciently implement those.
Streamlining the formulation of questions has been addressed through several
approaches ([1]). In [5] authors have developed a catalog of question templates to
facilitate query formulation, where users must deﬁne a corresponding scenario for
each query. Similarly in [8] questions are matched to speciﬁc question templates
(called patterns) for querying the underlying ontology. In [15] a template-based
querying answering model is proposed. In the area of Data Mining, and more
precisely in association rule mining, many studies are based on the idea of the
discovery of frequent itemsets ([14,2]). The eﬀectiveness of such approaches can
be enhanced if templates accommodate frequent query patterns. Algorithms for
discovering such patterns have been developed in areas with a large amount of
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Table 1. From propositions to tacit questions
Proposition Tacit question
This statue was found at the same Which other objects have been found
place with the statue No 1642. at the same place with the current one?
This object is a copy of a famous Who created the original object whose
scultpure made by Kalimachos. copy is the current one?
This object was exhibited at the Where was this object exhibited at during
museum of Aegina until 1888. other periods of time?
data, such as biology and medicine ([9,4]) and social networks ([12]), but with
no separation between the syntactic and the semantic layers of these patterns.
In this paper we make the case that the “right questions” in a domain can
be captured through query patterns that are characteristic of the domain of dis-
course. More precisely we address the development of query patterns at succes-
sive representation layers; this layered abstraction (from semantics to structure)
can elegantly support the subsequent development of information search and de-
livery services. We ground our work on the analysis of a speciﬁc domain, namely
cultural heritage, through a selected sample of collection and exhibition cata-
logs, where we consider each statement as an answer to a tacit question. A large,
yet not vast, set of recurrent tacit questions is revealed from our study: we then
focus on reducing it to a set of query patterns. These patterns determine the
structure of the questions and disclose the most interesting information within
the speciﬁc domain. As research has shown that digital libraries can beneﬁt from
semantic technologies and tools ([10,3]), these query patterns are conceived as
RDF-like graphs and they are shown to be generated from an even smaller set
of graph patterns, here called signatures. Finally, we express our query patterns
into two well-known query languages, namely Datalog and SPARQL.
2 Empirical Study
In order to conduct a grounded analysis, we considered determining query pat-
terns in the cultural heritage domain ﬁrst. Such patterns, together with their
relative frequency of occurrence, can be taken to represent the largest part of
the information needs of users in the domain. Rather than conducting a user
study, we turned to an indirect source, namely descriptive texts written by ex-
perts about objects in speciﬁc collections. These texts contain statements about
objects and concepts, which we interpret as answers to tacit questions: questions
that could be answered by the statements at hand. Query patterns, abstracted
from this set of tacit questions, essentially capture the domain experts’ percep-
tions of what is important to know in a given domain.
Our study comprised ﬁve collection catalogs published by the Greek Ministry
of Culture (see references in [6]). In total the descriptions of some 1250 objects
were studied and a list of tacit questions underlying the object descriptions was
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compiled. Examples of this question extraction process are shown in Table 1.
We contend that these questions lead to information considered as important by
the experts. We further contend that these questions also correspond to possible
queries that interested users should be able to execute in order to retrieve impor-
tant information. Therefore, the execution of such queries should be facilitated
by cultural heritage digital library systems.
The initial outcome of this study was the recording of 82 distinct questions.
Studying these further, we noticed that most of them recur throughout many
diﬀerent descriptions. This recurrence is, of course, expected of the who, where,
when, what queries that stand as universal for all exhibits and all types of re-
sources. The remaining questions show a document frequency of at least 25%.
3 Patterns
In the current work, we ﬁrst set out to analyze the recurrence of queries that
we noticed among our 82 queries. As a ﬁrst step we partitioned the set of these
queries into classes of queries that share a common structure at the schema level:
this analysis revealed 8 diﬀerent structures, each one represented as an RDFS
graph called “signature” in what follows (see Fig. 1). As a second step we reﬁned
the previous partition into a ﬁner one, thus producing 16 structures, each one
also represented as an RDF graph called “graph pattern” in the sequel. These 16
graph patterns are given in [6]. Each of them consists of two subgraphs: the ﬁrst
one is a signature among the 8 ones of Fig. 1 and the second one is an “instance”
of that signature. An example of such a graph pattern is given in Fig. 4. Each
graph pattern describes the common structure of queries in a ﬁner way since it
captures not only their common structure at the schema level but also at the
instance level. Signatures as well as graph patterns give structural patterns.
In order to better describe the structure of a query, we have to assign to each
element of a graph pattern either the characterization “known”, if it corresponds
to an input element of the query, or otherwise the characterization “unknown” or
“searching”. Thus, starting from our 16 graph patterns, we develop all possible
queries that can be expressed through them. Considering all possible combina-
tions (on the same graph pattern) of known and unknown elements leads to
structures richer than the graph pattern itself: we call these structures query
patterns.
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Fig. 1. Signatures of recurrent questions
Recurrent queries    82
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However, not all such possible combinations represent meaningful queries in
the domain of discourse; our goal then is to identify the valid query patterns,
where the validity of graph/query patterns is judged by whether they corre-
spond to at least one recurrent question recorded in our empirical study. The
above process resulted in the development of 23 query patterns that are valid
for the domain of cultural heritage. From now on we call query patterns only
the valid ones. A schematic representation of the abstraction hierarchy of all the
aforementioned pattern types and their frequencies is shown in Fig. 2.
The developed query patterns have been expressed as Datalog rules on the
one hand, following the recent researches on the development of a Semantic Web
layer using rules expressed in logic languages with nonmonotonic negation ([7]).
On the other hand, the impact of SPARQL together with current studies that
suggest translations of SPARQL to Datalog in order to express rules ([11,13]),
lead us to express these query patterns as SPARQL queries as well. Due to space
limitations, we do not present here the theoretical foundation of our work and
we therefore refer interested readers to [6]. Instead, we study in the sequel a
complicated example and show how to deﬁne its pattern.
4 Deﬁning and Using a Query Pattern: An Example
Consider the following query: “Find all objects that depict the same ﬁgure as
the current object, but which have been created by diﬀerent persons” (query I).
Our goal here is, ﬁrst, to express this query in terms of a query pattern and,
second, formulate it as a Datalog rule and as a corresponding SPARQL query.
Query expression I comprises four main concepts, namely Object, Depiction,
Figure, Creator; these four concepts are particular instances of the unspeciﬁed
concepts A, B, C, D respectively. Moreover, it can be checked that A, B, C, D are
interrelated according to signature (vii) of Fig. 1. Thus signature (vii) gives the
structural pattern of our query at the schema level; by properly instantiating sig-
nature (vii) we obtain the RDFS graph of Fig. 3, which constitutes the semantical
pattern of the query at the schema level. A ﬁner structural pattern is given in Fig.4;
this graph pattern is obtained by enriching signature (vii) with an instance level.
From our current query we produce the graph pattern of Fig.4 which has
two copies at the instance level. In order to understand how we produced this
Object Depictioncarries
CreatorcreatedBy
Figuredepicts
Fig. 3. RDFS graph of sign. (vii)
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complex graph pattern from query I, consider the following reformulation of
the query: “For the given object a [the current object] in A : Object, for the
given object b [depiction of the current object] in B : Depiction, for the given
object c [ﬁgure of the depiction of the current object] in C : Figure, for the
given object d in D : Creator, and for the given properties p : P : carries,
q : Q : depicts, r : R : createdBy, ﬁnd all objects a′ in A : Object, a′ dif-
ferent from a, such that a′ createdBy d′ in D : Creator, d′ diﬀerent from d,
and a′ carries the depiction b′ which depicts c.” Clearly, the known variables
are A,P,B,Q,C,R,D, a, p, b, q, c, r, d, the unknown are a′, p′, b′, q′, r′, d′ and the
searching variable is a′. That reformulation makes explicit the semantical pat-
tern of the query: it constitutes an “instance” of the graph pattern of Fig. 4. If
we remove the semantics from the above reformulation of our query, we obtain
its query pattern. Therefore, the Datalog rule that retrieves the desired answer
of query I (and of every query having the same query pattern) is:
S(xA)← PAB(a, p, b), QBC(b, q, c), RAD(a, r, d), PAB(xA, xP , xB),
xA 
= a,QBC(xB , xQ, c), RAD(xA, xR, xD), xD 
= d
This Datalog rule can also be easily translated in SPARQL as follows:
SELECT ?xA
WHERE { ?xA ns:P ?xB ; rdf :type ns:A.
?xB rdf :type ns:B; ns:Q ns:c.
?xA ns:R ?xD.
?xD rdf :type ns:D.
FILTER (?xA 
= ns : a && ?xD 
= ns : d). }
where ns is the namespace preﬁx of the ontology.
5 Testing and Discussion
In an attempt to test the adequacy of the query patterns to express arbi-
trary queries submitted by users, we used a set of dialogs between a robot
in the role of an online guide of a museum and its online visitors. These di-
alogues were collected during Wizard of Oz experiments of project INDIGO (see
http://www.ics.forth.gr/indigo/) and a total of 23 distinct tours were ex-
amined, each one of them containing from 10 to 50 questions. The interesting
result is that 93% of the recorded user questions are covered by our developed
list of query patterns and the respective Datalog rules and/or SPARQL queries,
giving evidence in support of the validity and adequacy of the query pattern
development process that we employed.
Query patterns can be exploited to provide user guidance in the diﬃcult task
to express a question correctly (a) in terms of the underlying schema and (b) in
a given formal query language. Moreover, patterns reveal features of the domain
that the user may have not been previously aware of, or ﬁlter the available
information in such a way, as to highlight the most interesting features. From the
developer’s perspective, systems can be developed in such a way, so as to provide
quick results to these frequent questions. Additionally, the recurrent questions we
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have established can be considered as predetermined views over the conceptual
models of diﬀerent information sources, calling for the implementation of special
mappings and shortcuts. Eﬃcient shortcut deﬁnition is a ﬁeld we are currently
exploring. Finally, we believe that query patterns for other domains, sharing
certain commonalities, can be developed in analogous ways and we intend to
investigate this further.
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